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Industrial Robots Programming: Building Applications for the Factories of the FutureSpringer, 2006
Industrial Robots Programming focuses on designing and building robotic manufacturing cells, and explores the capabilities of today’s industrial equipment as well as the latest computer and software technologies. Special attention is given to the input devices and systems that create efficient human-machine interfaces, and...
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Android Game Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Android game apps are typically the most popular type of Android apps in the various Google Play, Amazon Appstore and other Android app stores. So, beyond the Android game tutorials out there, what about a day-to-day handy and complete code reference for Android game developers?


	Android Game Recipes is your first, reliable...
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Hacking Exposed Cisco NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Implement bulletproof Cisco security the battle-tested Hacking Exposed way

Defend against the sneakiest attacks by looking at your Cisco network and devices through the eyes of the intruder. Hacking Exposed Cisco Networks shows you, step-by-step, how hackers target exposed systems, gain access, and pilfer compromised...
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Fundamentals of Logic Design (with Companion CD-ROM)CL-Engineering, 2009

	After studying this text, you should be able to apply switching theory to the solution of
	logic design problems.This means that you will learn both the basic theory of switching
	circuits and how to apply it. After a brief introduction, you will study Boolean algebra,
	which is the basic mathematical tool needed to analyze and synthesize...
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Advances in Software Engineering: International Conference, ASEA 2010Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the Proceedings of the 2010 International Conference on Advanced
	Software Engineering and Its Applications (ASEA 2010) – one of the partnering events
	of the Second International Mega-Conference on Future Generation Information
	Technology (FGIT 2010).


	ASEA brings together researchers from academia and industry...
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Beginning Android 4 (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV. Soon, Android will be in cars, in in-flight entertainment systems on planes, and even in


	robots!




	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no

	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android...
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Principles of Data IntegrationMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	How do you approach answering queries when your data is stored in multiple databases that were designed independently by different people? This is first comprehensive book on data integration and is written by three of the most respected experts in the field.


	This book provides an extensive introduction to the theory and concepts...
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Programming in Visual Basic 2010: The Very Beginner's GuideCambridge University Press, 2010

	This is an introduction to programming using Microsoft's Visual Basic.NET 2010. It is intended for novice programmers with little or no programming experience or no experience with Visual Basic. The text emphasizes programming logic and good programming techniques with generous explanations of programming concepts written from a...
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Advances in Mobile Radio Access NetworksArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book gives a comprehensive overview of the technologies for the advances of
mobile radio access networks. The topics covered include linear transmitters,
superconducting filters and cryogenic radio frequency (RF) front head, radio over
fiber, software radio base stations, mobile terminal positioning, high speed
downlink...
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Knowledge Representation, Reasoning and Declarative Problem SolvingCambridge University Press, 2010

	This book is about the language of logic programming with answer set semantics and its application

	to knowledge representation reasoning and declarative problem solving This book will be useful

	to researchers in logic programming declarative programming articial intelligence knowledge

	representation and autonomous agents to...
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Hybrid Methods in Pattern RecognitionWordware Publishing, 2002
The discipline of pattern recognition has seen enormous progress since its beginnings more than four decades ago. Over the years various approaches have emerged, based on statistical decision theory, structural matching and parsing, neural networks, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence, evolutionary computing, and others. Obviously, these...
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Linear Control System Analysis and Design: Fifth Edition, Revised and ExpandedCRC Press, 2003
This book succeeds in giving an intensive overview of modern control theory and conventional control system design of both analog and sampled-data single-input single-output feedback control systems.  
—Nicholas Karampetakis, Zentralblatt MATH    

       Thoroughly class-tested and proven to be a valuable self-study...
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